completely overtaken by the mining rescue, was that, at the other end of Australia, in the far north as it is sometimes called in those urban centres of Sydney and Melbourne, and, far north Queensland or F.N.Q. as it is called in Brisbane, capital of that state, another rescue was taking place.
On 17 April John Tabo, his son John junior and his nephew Tom had put to sea from their home on the island of Mer in the Torres Strait in a five metre dinghy. They had planned to travel to Masig, also called Yorke Island, about sixty kilometres away, to pick up some members of a rugby league team. Among the Torres Strait islands this is the kind of journey made every day. There would have been nothing special this time either, except for Cyclone Monica. When Monica changed course and headed down the coast to Queensland it caught the Tabos as unaware as did the "seismic event," as it came to be called, that caused the rockfall that trapped Russell and Webb. The Tabos" dinghy was blown off course in the huge seas. Without the navigation equipment that John Tabo had not expected they would need, the three found themselves adrift in the open sea with no way of knowing which way to point the boat. They ran out of petrol for the outboard motor. Drifting, they fashioned makeshift paddles out of empty plastic fuel containers and worked metal tins into hats to protect their heads and faces from the dangerous tropical sun. They spent some days on a barren sand cay waiting for Monica"s winds to abate. During all this time the Tabos collected rainwater to drink and ate raw clams and squid that they caught in a throw net they happened to have with them in the boat. After a week the search for them was called off.
Luckily, the Tabos had a mobile phone with them. In the Torres Strait mobile reception is limited to a distance beyond each island. The Tabos kept their phone switched off to preserve the battery only putting it on briefly once or twice a day to check if there was a signal. Finally, on 9 May, there was. They sent seven text messages to be sure-a text message uses less battery power than phoning someone-"Need help, fuel, food." Relatives told the Queensland police and, at just past 4.00 in the afternoon, an Australian Search and Rescue helicopter winched the three men up from their dinghy and flew them back the seventeen nautical miles to Mer, also known as Murray Island. The men had lost around twenty or thirty kilos each during their ordeal.
Unlike Beaconsfield there was no media contingent on Mer to report on the Tabos" arrival and where Russell and Webb needed to get themselves a celebrity manager to handle the competing offers for their stories of life in a cramped mining cage nearly a kilometre underground, the Tabos, after twenty-two days lost at sea, appear to have simply gone back to their daily lives.
The Reportage
Regional ABC in Cairns reported the news of the Tabos" amazing rescue and Ian Gerard had a short report published in The Australian on 10 May: "Trio rescued after three weeks adrift." Also on 10 May, Lisa Millar on the ABC radio"s national current affairs program, The World Today, reported the story under the heading, "Islanders" great escape." The reference to a great escape connects the Tabos" tale of endurance to that of the miners by way of the developing tendency to describe that rescue in terms of a great escape. In a publicity coup, Sustagen, the milk-based health drink company, had provided the miners with business cards that read "The Great Escape" and then: "To all who have supported us and our families, we cannot wait to shake your hand and shout you a Sustagen. Thanks is not enough." Russell and Webb handed these out after they reached the mine"s surface. 1 Bill Shorten, the Australian Workers" Union national secretary, picked up on this rhetoric describing the miners" rescue to the media as "the great escape" and saying that: "This is the biggest escape from the biggest prison we have, the planet" ("Beaconsfield Celebrates Mine Miracle," 2006) . This expansion of the "great escape" idea, which I shall discuss further below, at the very least functions as an expression of the alienation from the land of Australia which has been a characteristic of European colonization of the continent. Here, however, in Millar"s story, the reference to a great escape serves to make the miners" rescue the touchstone for thinking about the On 11 May the Brisbane Sunday Mail published a different story about the Tabos by Gerard. Possibly influenced by Millar"s radio segment, he began: "Just a day after miners Todd Russell and Brant Webb walked free from their underground cage in Tasmania, a similarly miraculous tale of survival was unfolding in the nation"s north" (Gerard, 2006) . It is important to ask what the difference would be if the media scrum had been around the Tabos" story and if that had become the measure for reporting on the miners" story. Much of this article is about why that could not have happened. Canberra. It should go without saying that no reception was held for the Tabos. Howard gave a speech in which he held up the two miners as a mirror for the nation. They embody, he said: "All of the things that we pride ourselves on as distinctively Australian characteristics at work-we saw guts, we saw resilience, we saw courage, we saw strength, enormous endurance" ("Beaconsfield miners pay tribute to rescuers," 2006).
Almost three weeks earlier, on 10 May, Inspector Russell Rhodes of the Queensland police, paid tribute to the Tabos: ""They have tremendous resilience, these people," Insp.
Rhodes said. "They"re experienced sea people and they have a tremendous determination to survive"" ("Torres Strait sea rescue an "Act of God"," 2006) . Certainly Rhodes is a lowly police inspector and Howard is Australia"s prime minister but Howard has never commented publicly on the Tabos" story so it has been left to Rhodes to present Australia"s tribute. Howard uses the inclusive "we"; we Australians. Who are "we" here?
Rhodes gives "them" the same qualities that Howard suggests typify Australians, most obviously both Howard and Rhodes use resilience as a descriptor, but for Rhodes "they" are not a part of "us"."
We, it seems, are suspicious of them and their stories. On 10 May, under the headline, "22 days at sea," the Brisbane Courier Mail published the first of three reports on the Tabos" rescue. The account begins by telling readers that the three Torres Strait Islanders were "purportedly missing at sea for 22 days." In spite of the fact that we know from other reports that the men went missing on 17 April and that a search was instituted and called off after a week, the Courier Mail suggests a lack of credibility in the men"s story by writing that they "told police last night they had been at sea since April 17." Later, the article becomes more forthright saying that, "it"s believed some authorities doubt the claims of the men." While making this aspersion the article carefully hedges by not identifying which "authorities," which means that the claim cannot be checked, and by implying a degree of doubt in the claim. Subsequently, the article quotes a woman who, it implies, is saying something of great concern by writing that she "didn"t want to be identified," saying that, "it was a coincidence that they [The Tabos] were found the same day the Tasmanian miners were freed." Here, Russell and Webb"s rescue takes on a moral quality. Their "honest" drama might have been being used as a cloak by the possibly dishonest Torres Strait Islanders so that, perhaps, the police might not come to know of their return, or be so distracted by the extraordinary events going on in Beaconsfield that the Tabos" return would not be followed up.
Some years ago I published an article in which I argued that:
"Australian" history has traditionally located itself in a factual history of white settlement occurring from the south-east of the continent. The north of the continent has been constructed as the site of the Other, of that which has been repressed in the south"s production of the real. (Stratton, 1989, p. 38) In the distinction that is made between the miners" rescue and the Tabos" rescue we see this divide being played out in everyday life. One of the important qualities of the northern, apparently less real, history is that it is also more indigenous-though the term "indigenous" needs to be treated circumspectly as in its general usage of describing a people"s presence before colonization it assumes that colonization for the term to have meaning. In the article under discussion here, we see how the greater reality assumed for the white and southern is used to problematise the northern and indigenous.
Finally, the article comes clean: "There were rumours circulating in the days after the men went missing that they had been found and were hiding out to escape police prosecution." Again, we are not given any source for the rumours. Nor are we told what the Tabos might have done that the police were supposedly looking for them. Just in case all this might not be enough to undermine the extraordinary nature of the Tabos" feat, the article ends on a different tack: "It is understood the small fibreglass (sic) boat had no safety equipment." "They," it seems, not only engage in illegal activity, contravening Australian laws, but they also cannot be trusted to prepare their boat properly before setting out on an inter-island trip. In short, while reporting the amazing achievement of the Tabos in surviving for twenty-two days in extremely adverse conditions, the article simultaneously undermines the Tabos, casting doubt on the veracity of their story and suggesting that they are, in fact, criminals.
We can compare this with the reporting of the mining disaster. Almost all of the reportage on the trapped Tasmanian miners makes no mention that the gold mine had been in receivership since the owning company, Allstate Explorations, collapsed in 2001 and that Allstate, now run by an administrator in Perth, is now controlled by Macquarie Bank to whom Allstate owes $47 million. It seems that Taylor Woodings, the administrators, sold Macquarie $77.4 million of the debt for just $300,000 (Trounson and Andrusiak, 2006) . Now, with the price of gold at twenty-five year highs of around $835 an ounce, the Beaconsfield mine has been under pressure to increase its output.
Consequently, in the first three months of 2006, that is until three weeks before the "seismic event" that killed Knight and trapped Russell and Webb, gold production at the mine was up by twenty-four per cent. This required increased use of explosives. The blasting has been related to numerous earth tremors, or seismic events, that had been felt for about nine months by both townspeople and miners:
Linked to blasts a kilometre below the town"s surface, the earth movements were also deeply worrying for those working underground. If the tremors could scare the daylights out of townsfolk on the surface, how much more hazardous were they for the men working below? (Denholm, 2006) According to this same report, published when Russell and Webb were still missing and thought possibly dead, Russell "was among the miners warning management about the dangers." However, by the time Russell and Webb were interviewed on Channel Nine after their rescue, Russell was absolving the mine management of responsibility for the accident. It would seem, then, that at the very least the story of the mine itself is of problematic business practices and dubious safety standards.
The bulk of the reportage, especially on television, concentrated on the human interest of the trapped miners and their rescue. It was this focus that enabled the narrative of Australianness and Australian qualities and values to become paramount. Indeed, because in both the miners" and the travellers" stories the centre of media interest lay in the men who were rescued, these narratives, taken both separately and together, emblematise what I am going to describe as everyday racism.
Everyday Racism
In Race Daze I differentiated "the policy of official multiculturalism" from what I called "everyday multiculturalism." Identifying the latter as syncretic and rhizomatic I went on to write that: "I use these terms to describe how cultures, produced by individuals in their everyday lives, merge, creolise and transform as people live their lives, adapting to and resisting situations, and (mis)understanding, loving, hating and taking pleasure in other people with whom they come into contact" (Stratton, 1998, p. 15) . In short, everyday multiculturalism is a practice arising out of everyday life. In The Empire Strikes Back, Errol Lawrence writes about what he calls "common-sense racist ideologies" (Lawrence, 1982, p. 95) . Lawrence uses Gramscian theory to think about the day-to-day, common-sense ideological legitimations that white English people in the 1960s and 1970s developed to justify their racist practices. Lawrence writes that: "Whilst we should not forget that these dominant definitions are contested, we must also remember that they are embodied within the dominant institutional order and are inscribed within the social relations of everyday life" (1982, p. 50) . Here, I am not concerned with these dominant definitions, these ideological legitimations. Rather I want to think about the practice of everyday racism. Everyday racism, though, is not a new term. In 1991 Philomena Essed published a book titled Understanding Everyday Racism.
She writes that:
[R]acism is more than structure and ideology. As a practice it is routinely created and reinforced through the concept of "everyday racism" which connects structural forces of racism with routine situations in everyday life. It links ideological dimensions of racism with daily attitudes and interprets the reproduction of racism in terms of the experience of it in everyday life. (Essed, 1991, p. 2) My interest here is with the formation of attitudes and understandings that are so embedded in the everyday life of a racialised culture, in this case Australian culture, that the members of that culture, those that, loosely, we might call Australians, don"t even recognise themselves as making decisions based in a racialised history.
With its shaping in nineteenth-century racial ideologies, the culture that we call "Australian" leads members of that culture to have a range of taken-for-granted assumptions and expectations to differentiate between groupings of people. It is these shared assumptions and expectations that produce the practice of everyday racism. The individuals involved may well claim that they are non-racist, or even anti-racist.
Consciously they would be right. Using Lawrence"s terms, in Australia everyday racism permeates the dominant institutional order and the social relations of everyday life because race and racialised preferences are core structuring mechanisms of Australian culture. To put it more succinctly, the weight of Australia"s racialised and racist past weighs heavily on Australia"s multicultural present, both in government policy and in everyday life. This article considers why it is that Australians, whoever they are, should find it surprising, if not inconceivable, to make the rescue of three Torres Strait Islanders the touchstone for the rescue of two (Anglo-)Australian miners.
The Miners
I want to begin by going back to Shorten"s comments after the rescue of the miners. In the media absence of the mine manager Shorten became the person to whom the media turned for daily briefings on the rescue effort. After the rescue Shorten"s comments were widely disseminated and repeated. He began by talking about the rescue as an escape, as "the biggest escape." Later, he refined this. The rescue became, "the great escape from under the ground." This idea of the miners" rescue as a "great escape" One further resonance here is to Anzac Day, the day that commemorates Australia"s participation in wars. As it happened, as I have mentioned, the seismic event that killed Knight and trapped Russell and Webb took place on Anzac Day-a day which, for most Australians, is a public holiday. But that is not the most important thing about Anzac Day for this story. Fiona Nicoll writes about the Australian War Memorial, the centre-piece of the memory process associated with Anzac Day that:
In commemorating a great sacrifice that occurred elsewhere, the Memorial articulates an important element of a white nationalist ontology. The construction of the Great War as a test, or process of "blooding", through which a previously "innocent" Australia passed into a state of national "maturity", pervades Anzac mythology. (Nicoll, 2001, p. 175 If a film about an escape from a prisoner of war camp is the most immediate reference for Shorten"s rhetoric it is by no means the most profound. It was not a coincidence that so many journalists were able to get to Beaconsfield so quickly. 28
April was the tenth anniversary of what has become known as the "Port Arthur massacre."
In 1996 on that date Martin Bryant went to the Port Arthur heritage site with two rifles, an autoloading AR-15 and an FN FAL, killed thirty-five people and wounded a further thirty-seven. The Broad Arrow Café, the site of the majority of the murders, was subsequently turned into "a place of quiet reflection" as a memorial to those Bryant killed.
The point here, though, has not so much to do with the massacre itself as with where the massacre took place, Port Arthur. For Port Arthur was a secondary penal settlement, a place where convicts who had been transported to the penal colony of Van Dieman"s Land were sent if they offended again. In 1999 John Frow published a piece about the insistence of the memory of Port Arthur in which he refers to the massacre and to the Broad Arrow Café:
"Nobody uses Bryant"s name but his denied presence is everywhere.
Nobody knows the forms which will lay the ghost. Nobody knows what kind of monument will insert this story into the other story for which the site is known, into that past which is barely available for understanding." (Frow, 2000, p. 2)
The media were arriving in Tasmania for the massacre commemoration service.
Bryant has never given a reason why he went on his horrific shooting spree. Nor has he spoken about why he chose Port Arthur. However, Port Arthur in popular memory is the site of the most notorious secondary penal settlement in Tasmania, the site where, during the time of its operation, the rule of law was attenuated to the point of nonexistence. Bryant must have felt some association between the place and the murderous act he planned to commit. In spite of questions about his mental health, and the general acknowledgement of his low intelligence, Bryant was deemed fit to stand trial. He is now incarcerated in Risdon prison with the condition that he should never be released. In another resonance of Shorten"s expression, Tasmanians fervently hope that Bryant will never make his great escape.
By now it should be clear that Shorten"s turn of phrase was highly evocative, conjuring resonances that go back to the British settlement of Tasmania, to the convict era. Given this context, the use of the film reference helps to enforce a positive valence for the idea of escape. The film makes heroes of these POWs seeking escape from Nazi imprisonment. The incarceration and escape image was not the only metaphor Shorten and others had to hand. Another possibility was that of being buried alive. The American CBS News used this image on 9 May when it talked about "the men who were buried April 25 th " ("Aussie miners emerge," 2006). Rhodes, the Queensland police inspector we have already met, also used the image: "At one end of the country there"s two men rescued from an entombed mine. . . .," he said ("Torres Strait sea rescue," 2006).
The idea of being buried alive has been a powerful Gothic image since Edgar Allan Poe published his short story "The Premature Burial" in 1850. As recently as 1990 a horror film using this theme titled Buried Alive! was released. However, in Tasmania, and mainland Australia, the theme of premature burial does not resonate as profoundly as a metaphor that evokes white Australia"s popular memory of convict origins. In convict lore, Van Dieman"s Land always had the worst reputation for severity. Its name induced a frisson that later became integral to Australian culture. (Hughes, 1987, p. 368) We need to think carefully, if briefly, here about penal colonies and transportation. As (Foucault, 1977, p. 272 Macquarie"s principle of government described by the judge as, "quod gubernatori placet, legis habet vigorem". (Neal, 1991, p. 78) Summing up Neal"s historical argument, Stefan Petrow writes that, it "was not until a partially elected legislature was formed in 1842 that, Neal argues, New South Wales finally changed from a penal colony to a free society" (Petrow, 2000) . In Van Dieman"s Land, Petrow writes that: "The court system was a travesty of the rule of law." As we shall see, this deeply rooted denial of the acknowledgement of the rights of individuals who come under the power of what is now the Australian state is a theme that runs through Australian government to the present day.
The French watched the English experience in Australia and, when they decided to establish penal colonies, they were determined not to make the same mistakes:
What [the French] took for mistakes included all features of colonial Australia that made possible some semblance of normal life for convicts and ex-convicts there. These included the commingling of convicts, exconvicts and free emigrants in the same settlements; the employment of convict workers in private enterprise; the lack of special surveillance methods for Emancipists; and the liberality of judges toward convicts and
Emancipists. (Spieler, 2005, p. 190) The French penal colony remained, administratively, a prison governed outside of laws applicable to free citizens. When Lieutenant-Governor George Arthur arrived in Van
Dieman"s Land in 1824 he would have had much sympathy with the French. Arthur had been commissioned in England to make Van Dieman"s Land a place of terror in order to dissuade potential criminals from breaking the law. For Arthur:
Those who "knowingly" emigrated to a convict colony, which was in effect "an immense Gaol or Penitentiary", should not expect "to retain every immunity and privilege" they enjoyed in England and should "abide cheerfully by the rules and customs of the Prison." There could be "no happiness nor prosperity without personal security," and this could only be secured by "severe discipline". (Petrow, 2000) An important element of Arthur"s disciplinary system was incarceration in confined spaces. One of the places Arthur sent convicts he considered worthy of greater punishment were the bridgeworks for spanning the River Derwent. In Hughes" words:
"The facilities provided there … included cells that were more like animals" lairs, seven feet long and less than three feet high, the men crawled into them at night and were padlocked there, behind a stout lattice, unable to stand or sit" (Hughes, 1987, p. 387) . At Port Arthur, Charles Booth, appointed commandant three years after Arthur founded the penal settlement, "had solitary cells built, and special punishment cells, 7 feet by 4 feet and pitch dark … For less "atrocious" offenders there were boxes like dog-kennels where the prisoner was chained, breaking stones from a pile in front of him" (Hughes, 1987, p. 404) . The barred metal platform on which Russell and Webb were working is known as a "mine cage." It was 1.5 metres high, two metres wide and one point two metres long, that is just under five feet high, six and a half feet wide and just under four feet long.
Coal was discovered within a reasonable distance from Port Arthur, about fifteen miles from Eaglehawk Neck:
What more chastening form of extra punishment than to turn convicts into miners, condemned to hard labour, darkness, extreme confinement and hourly fear of cave-ins? So Arthur reasoned, and told Booth to sink shafts there, worked by the most refractory prisoners. (Hughes, 1987, p. 407) The echo of all this gets carried down the generations in the reproduction of cultural memory and memorialized at the Port Arthur heritage site. It is no wonder that the miners" rescue was figured as an escape from a prison. Writing about Thomas More"s originary modern utopia, the work from which the genre derives its name published in 1516, I have commented that, "to the extent that difference is asserted, that [readers accept] the work is fictional, it becomes a realistic account of a fantasy, a representation of an already inscribed Otherness" (Stratton, 1990, p. 61) . For a fantasy to be utopia, a no-place, it must be cut off from the "real" world, the world of the everyday. The island can be constituted as the trope of this excision. To put it differently, Elizabeth McMahon argues that since More"s text, "utopias have always been represented as islands because they need absolute borders to fend off contamination from the world outside" (2003, p. 191) . As a consequence utopias are simultaneously places of containment that can also be sites of confinement.
McMahon, who has much to say about the utopian quality of Tasmania in Australian culture, writes Tasmania that, "it has long epitomised the utopian/dystopian dilemma of the island within both the Australian imaginary and boreal projections of the antipodes more generally" (2003, p. 195) . Again, we must come back to this but Australian history is full of this use of islands from the penal colonization of Tasmania itself to the secondary penal settlement of Sarah Island off the west coast of Tasmania to the conversion of Torres Strait islands into "reserves"-including Mer-from which islanders needed permission to leave, to the use of the Papua and New Guinean Manus
Island and the independent island of Nauru as sites for detention centres as a part of the Pacific Solution that the Australian government developed in 2001 to deal with the "problem" of asylum seekers. The topos is also present in the way that the mainland of Australia has been consistently figured as an island. Technically, Australia is a continent rather than an island. The largest island in the world is said to be Greenland, but, as any web search will confirm, Australians think of the mainland of Australia as a huge island, indeed the largest in the world, surrounded by sea.
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In Utopia, the land that King Utopus conquers is not an island. Utopus takes over Abraxa and then orders a channel to be built to isolate the land renamed Utopia and convert it to an island: "To accomplish this [Utopus] ordered a deep channel to be dug fifteen miles long, and that the natives might not think he treated them like slaves, he not only forced the inhabitants, but also his own soldiers, to labour in carrying it on" (More, 1989, book III) . The construction of Utopia was a colonial enterprise in which the original, indigenous inhabitants were forced to destroy both literally and metaphorically their connection with the everyday life that had been handed down from previous generations.
It may be that an element in the fascination of Port Arthur today lies in this similarity to Utopus" enterprise. The isthmus at Eaglehawk Neck is, as Hughes tells us, "less than 100 yards wide" (1987, p. 406 Cerberus, a three-headed dog, guarded the entrance to Hades in Greek mythology.
Lampriere understood the utopian nature of Port Arthur. About thirty years later, in the 1860s, a group of tourists wanted to pass Eaglehawk Neck to see the settlement. The commandant sent a message that they could "freely enter into the enchanted ground of all wickedness" (qtd in Weidenhofer, 1981, p. 65 Darling, in 1832: "Your first duty will be to provide for the security of the Natives and to afford their protection, and as the great design of the Government in forming this Establishment is with a view to their civilisation, His Excellency places the fullest reliance on your exertions to accomplish this great and important object" (Ryan, 1996, p. 179) . Typical of the Australian history of exclusionary confinement, by 1835, Lyndall Ryan tells us, "the establishment had become a gaol" (p. 181).
Regardless of the actual colour of the convicts-there were, for example, nine convicts of African descent on the First Fleet-convict history in Australia is constructed as white. Moreover, since the 1980s having a convict ancestor has become something of which to be proud. Associating Russell and Webb with Tasmania"s convict past affirms their whiteness at the same time that it reinforces their Australianness. the strongly egalitarian sentiment of group solidarity and loyalty, which was perhaps the most marked of all convict traits. This was recognized as the prime distinguishing mark of outback workers fifty years before
Lawson and others wrote about mateship. (Ward, 1966, p. 77) Mateship, then, is not only an Australian quality, it originates in those mythic white, Anglo-Celtic convicts. Thus, when Howard applies the term to "the whole community," while being unclear quite who is a member of this community-Beaconsfield?
Tasmania?, Australia?-the deep resonance is with Australian whiteness, as it would seem to be with that "we" he used that I discussed earlier. To put it more specifically, my problem here is whether Howard"s community includes the Tabos, Mer people and more generally the inhabitants of the Torres Strait Islands. Beazley"s use is more specific.
Probably, as befits a Labor leader, he is referring to the miners themselves and their rescuers. Again, though, what is being asserted is an implicit privileging of whiteness through a convict history. Nobody, to my knowledge, has described the Tabos" survival in terms of mateship.
The Travellers
To think about how the Tabos are positioned in the Australian national imaginary we need to begin by remembering Inspector Rhodes" description of the three men as part of "they," those "experienced sea people." Bound up in this apparently unexceptionable comment is the long history of racialisation, exclusion and confinement of the indigenous people incorporated into the space identified as Australia that bears on the present and informs the often unintentional everyday racism of Australians.
The Tabos come from Mer which is the most easterly of the Torres Strait Islands.
In 1791 Captain Edwards of the H.M.S. Pandora, having been to Tahiti to take prisoner the seamen who had mutinied against Bligh on the Bounty, named Mer, Murray Island.
Paul Carter reminds us that "naming was an act of civilizing, that it did not refer naively to the locality, but was an assertion about possession, about the future where exploration would no longer be necessary" (Carter, 1987, p. 65 Meriam Mir is "structurally a typical Papuan language related to Bine, Gidra and Gizra languages from the Papuan coast to the north, [and] belongs to the Papuan (nonAustronesian) language family" (Lawrence and Lawrence, 2004, p. 18) . This is in contrast to the language spoken on many of the other Torres Strait Islands which, while including Melanesian elements, has the structure of Aboriginal languages (Beckett, 1987, p. 25) 1 January 1921 were natural-born British citizens. (Jordens, 1995, p. 10) In the 1920s, then, all these people incorporated into Australia, the Torres Strait Islanders who had been incorporated when Queensland became a part of the federation and also the Papuans, had become, like the white Australians of the mainland, including Tasmania, British subjects. As Peter Prince points out:
The Nationality and Citizenship Act 1948 which created the status of Australian "citizen" defines "Australia" as including "Norfolk Island and the Territory of Papua. (Prince, 2005) The Act does not mention the islands of the Torres Strait, these had been directly Islanders" (Hodes, 2000, p. 167) . Jeremy Beckett writes that: "The documentary sources do not indicate why the Islanders were brought under this regime after 1904" (Beckett, 1987, p. 47) . What the process did was homogenise the treatment of indigenous people in Queensland, regardless of their very different historical circumstances, and attempt to produce a clear distinction between indigenous and white "settler" Australians-a distinction that would parallel the federal attempt clearly to limit "Australianness" to white people. "White" thus becomes defined against a confined and excluded, and homogenised, indigeneity. Maureen Perkins argues that:
It is widely understood in Australia that "black" means Indigenous and that the converse of this is "white". However, if blackness is about Indigenous identity, then it is not about the colour of skin, since an Aboriginal person of fair skin is just as Aboriginal as someone with dark skin. (Perkins, 2004, p. 178) What Perkins is describing is the structural relation in which "whiteness" is defined against an homogenised Other constructed as indigenous, and more conventionally Russell wanted a steak after their rescue but this superficial similarity is not enough to over-ride the historical exclusions up to and including Rhodes" alienating "these people"
and Howard"s ignoral of the Tabos" tremendous triumph over adversity, or for that matter the lack of media attention paid to the Tabos. The Tabos" story is one of the ambivalent incorporation of their home into the territory of the state of Australia. In this story their island is part of a deliberately porous border zone which, while admirable in intent, is anxiety-producing for predominantly white settler Australians a part of whose Australian culture is the historical desire for clear borders which can be used to exclude those unwanted in the Australian community.
The Tabos" story is also of the divided demands of white Australia, of their people"s Australianisation on white terms while, at the same time, they were excluded from that the miners-to identify the Tabos with these same values would be to threaten the hegemony of Australian whiteness. The Tabos, then, were, to all intents and purposes, ignored by the media, by settler Australia. As we saw at the beginning, where the Tabos" rescue was mentioned it was often compared with Russell and Webb"s "great escape," using the latter as the point of comparison. In this instance, everyday racism functioned by ignoring or, at worst, undermining, the Mer miracle or, at best, diminishing the Tabos" extraordinary story by making it secondary to the also extraordinary story of Russell and Webb.
This article has benefited from conversations with, and comments and suggestions from, Panizza Allmark, Karl Neuenfeld and Suvendrini Perera. I thank them for their help. Notoriously, Todd Russell is reported subsequently to have said: "That Sustagen, I wouldn"t feed it to my dog" and "Whatever you do kids, don"t drink Sustagen." While she was born in Cairns, her mother comes from Saibai Island, just off the Papua New Guinea coast, and her father is from Mabuiag Island near the centre of the Torres Strait. Unfortunately, there is no space here to unpack this fascinating history of the song, its singers and its relationship to indigenous Australians, to white Australians, and to Australian islands any further (for one discussion see McMahon, 2003, pp. 190-193) . I cannot resist one anecdote,
